
OPERATIONAL
MANAGEMENT
CONSULTANCY

Driving value overall as quality

improvement, cost cutting and lead-

times reduction

Bringing consistency to operations in

multiple facilities

Reduction in waste, downtime,

rejection and interruptions.

Improving performance,  OEE  and life

cycle of system

Developing KPI/KPR for measuring the

performance of your organization

Adopting best practices of

manufacturing industries

Our customized solutions will help to

achieve the lowest possible cost-to-serve,

enable meeting productivity, improvement

goals and timeliness.

WHAT WE DO?

OBJECTIVES
To understand interruptions & reduce

errors and defects in process

To reduce cost, cycle and time and to

identify and drive out waste

Creating a framework to ensure 100%

productivity and to simplify operations

making them easier to manage

To help in producing global standard

product / services & exceed your

customer expectations

To develop knowledge and skills that

will generate continual value in

production

Operational excellence helps inculcate

discipline and better people engagement

within organizations and stresses the

application of a variety of principles,

system and tools for eliminating waste &

hassle free production, cutting cost,

quality product on sustainable basis.

The major challenge is gaining competitive

advantage. To do that one would need to

update their technology, value addition,

cost efficiency & quality. Aim to shorten

cycle time, reach higher productivity and

work on the safety of our environment &

health.

Success depends on committed

leadership, a well trained team with clear

objectives and organizational capabilities.

CHALLENGES FOR
INDUSTRIES



OUR ESTEEMED
CLIENTS

Adani power ltd

Britannia Industries

DCM Shriram Rayons

Daikin India

Genus Infra

Gas Authority of India Ltd

Godrej Consumers

J K Lakshmi Cement ltd

J K Tyre

Mikuni India ltd

NTPC Gas power

SRF ltd

Shree Cement

Tata Bluescope Steel

Wolkem India Ltd

      many more...

We work taking an
integrated approach
to achieve process
excellence.

CONTACT US

For further queries

7597704715 | 9636443194 | 0141-2349328

talkwithaim@gmail.com aimtc.co.in

Jaipur | Hyderabad | Kolkata | Vadodara

We can quickly and accurately

diagnose the key issues and hone in

on the critical components and

information. 

Our experts can handhold your team

to improve decision making and

change management for enhanced

satisfaction of Customers,

Employees performance and

Profitability of your Business.

UNIQUENESS

Operation Excellence

Lean Manufacturing

Energy Management

Total Quality Management

5”S” , Kaizen and Six Sigma

Total productive Maintenance

Chemical Engineering

Project Management & audit

Logistics and supply chain

Management

ZED Consultation,

CONSULTING AREAS


